In 1909-10 the Queensland Parliamentary Labor Party was engaged in rebuilding its strength from the opposition benches after a damaging split with its former leader, William Kidston, who continued as Premier in alliance with more conservative politicians. Reflecting the concerns of hard-rock miners, it campaigned to ameliorate the occupational disease silicosis (miners' phthisis). In December 1910 a Royal Commission was appointed to enquire into this 'evil'. This opportunity was squandered by the Commission's conservativefindings the government's action in placing responsibility for dust suppression on tributers and contractors, and the reluctance of mining unions to alienate the latter by making silicosis an industrial issue. This article attempts to recover employer and employee narratives that helped shape this pivotal event whose legacy cast a long shadow over the lives of Queensland mining families.
Philp's supporters were not enthusiastic about the changes proposed in the new Bill. But, paradoxically, they were keen to address the issue of miners' phthisis, which they saw as stemming from unhygienic working practices rather than dust. In late 1910 conservative demands in the Legislative Council that infected workers be excluded from the mining industry halted the Bill's progress , as these suggestions were an anathema to the more liberal majority in the Legislative Assembly. Trapped between these conflicting views, Kidston announced that 'an expert Commission should be appointed to make a thorough investigation and report, not only as … [to] the extent of the evil' but also on ways 'to modify the evil'.
Part of the significance of this Royal Commission lies in the push by Labor for a radical new approach to occupational health in the mining industry. Thus Theodore argued: 'The regulation of wages is a secondary consideration with most miners if they get fair conditions which … conserve their health'. Miners' phthisis could not solely be blamed on the new pneumatic drills. It also resulted from management's past avoidance of its responsibilities.
Harry Collins, Labor Member for Burke, remarked: 'The prevalence of this disease was owing to the fact that the mineowners had not done their duty'. To redress such failings, Labor urged provisions to stop mine-owners divesting their health and safety responsibilities to contractors.
It had also included in its 1909 election platform a proposal 'for the election of inspectors by popular vote of miners'. This article argues that two related factors underpinned the eventual failure of the radical perspective articulated by Labor during 1909-10. First, was a conservative perspective expounded by Dr J. S. Elkington, the Queensland Commissioner for Public Health, officials from the Department of Mines and a majority of the Legislative Council. This official stance denied even the existence of miners' phthisis, neatly severing any occupational connection by arguing that it was simply common tuberculosis, the white plague, with its lower class stigma.
The composition of the Royal Commission meant that an endorsement of this perspective was virtually preordained. The Commission's Chair, the pro-Labor Independent, William Murphy, was an active campaigner against the hazard of dust. But the other two Commissioners, Elkington and C. F. Jackson (Chief Inspector of Mines), were the leading advocates of the conservative narrative. As the Royal Commission (don't you need to explain who conducted it?
Or indicate you will? DONE IMMEDIATELY ABOVE) heard testimony, this narrative was reinforced by employer evidence that attributed dust exposures to worker failure to adopt appropriate controls. Secondly, support for the radical perspective was undercut by the mute response from the leadership of labour's industrial wing. The Worker barely mentioned miners' phthisis. The minutes of Theodore's own union, the Amalgamated Workers' Association (AWA), record no discussions of the problem between 1908 and 1910. It will be argued that such failings can be traced back to the industry's complex employment relationships. Many of those engaged in hard-rock mining were not employees but tributers or contractors. As the latter frequently shared union membership with their own workers any industrial campaign over miners' phthisis threatened to divide the labour movement. In such circumstances, union leaders happily left the issue to Parliament, one arguing: 'It is not a branch question at all'. As Labor's interest in occupational health in Queensland's mines waned after 1910, the Commission's conservative legacy was long-lived. When, in 1916, the Ryan Labor Government finally brought miners' phthisis under the Workers Compensation Act its actions were largely within the parameters of the Commission's findings.
Changing Perceptions of Silicosis
Silicosis, a widespread occupational disease in the first half of the twentieth century, affected a broad range of workers. It was frequently part of public discourse on work and health and was the subject of numerous investigations involving metal miners, tunnel construction workers, stonemasons, quarry workers, and cement workers. In 1923, the industrial hygiene section of the Pan-Pacific Science Congress was dominated by discussions on dust diseases and mine ventilation by national and international experts. As discourse on the definition, cause and prevention of silicosis shifted from the public arena to a small circle of scientists, engineers and technicians -particularly those in the American industry-sponsored Air Hygiene Foundationpublic awareness of the disease declined.
Recently, studies have emerged into the medical aspects of silicosis, the industry and government responses, and a variety of social and economic effects including the migration of dying workers from the mining fields. The actions of unions and workers to mitigate the effects of silica dust have been examined to a lesser extent. The most comprehensive account of American metal miners has been Alan Derickson's work on the response of the Western Federation of Miners to issues of illness, disability, destitution, and death through the foundation of hospitals, campaigns for mine safety, and social insurance legislation. The action of Vermont stonecutters and Sydney rockchoppers has also been examined. Little has been written about labour initiative on silicosis, although the role of Australia's Miners Federation, the British Miners Federation, the Workers Industrial Union of Australia and the Australian Workers Union in protecting members against pneumoconiosis and lead poisoning has been investigated.
These studies have broadened our understanding of historical aspects of occupational illness and health. As Michael Quinlan pointed out, historians have largely neglected this field of study. Missing from this growing literature have been the voices of workers themselves. With more recent occupational health disasters such as asbestosis and mesothelioma, insights and commentary from workers directly involved have been included. But when examining events occurring almost a century ago, without workers' letters or diaries, there is a risk of hearing only the voices of those in authority. Recovering workers' stories from the Royal Commission, even with its limitations, gives some insight into how workers understood silicosis and why they made particular choices when confronted with silica dust.
Precarious Employment and the Mining Workforce
As the twentieth century opened, the world's voracious demand for minerals fuelled an Australian mining boom that surpassed even the 1850s in the wealth it generated. Mining assumed particular significance in Queensland,. In 1901 more than one-eighth of all adult males breadwinners were found among the ranks of the state's 16,375 miners. During the ensuing decade this showed little change. Gold mining provided more jobs than any other sector of the industry. In 1910 there were still 6,115 gold miners in Queensland, more than half of whom worked at either Charters Towers (2,631 underground miners) or Gympie As the conditions that had underpinned prosperity evaporated, life became increasingly precarious for those who remained. Waged employment diminished rapidly. In its stead various forms of contract employment flourished. The most significant of these was tributing, a practice that had its origin in the Cornish tin mines. Tributers, who leased mines, or parts thereof, have been described by Blainey as 'aristocrats among miners. They worked in a company mine but were their own bosses, entering the mine early or leaving it early.' After paying for timber and equipment the tributer paid the mine owner a share of the gold extracted. By contrast, contractors did specified work in a designated stope or drive. Both practices were distinct from the more common practice of 'contract mining', or payment by piece-work, which has been Stoodley's study of North Queensland mining safety prior to 1900 concluded that tributers and contractors were more likely than other miners to compromise safety 'because of their eagerness to get out as much gold as possible'. The prevalence of tributers and contractors also shaped the labour movement's response to dust and miners' phthisis. For if the dust hazard was to be eliminated the key question was: Who would bear the responsibility and cost? George Ryland, Labor Member for Gympie, brought this question to the fore when he announced in August 1910: 'There has been a difficulty as to who is liable … there is a combination in the ownership of the mine -there are tributers, contractors, and also the owners'. This conundrum made dealing with dust and miners' phthisis a double-edged sword. If dust control were made an owner responsibility, as Labor recommended, then tributers and contractors would benefit. But if the costs fell on tributers and contractors they could become opponents of improved safety measures. The same problem was apparent with Labor's recommendation that sufferers of miners' phthisis receive workers' compensation. Tributers and contractors were, as non-employees, excluded from such benefits. In consequence, they tended to oppose the compensation of mining injuries. As Murphy noted in Croydon, where 'an accident happens' miners 'will fight the claim, because the men, being shareholders, are not entitled to compensation'. Murphy added that it was 'the same with contractors and tributers'.
The ambivalent position of tributers and contractors partially explains the muted response of the mining unions to the problem of miners' phthisis. Given that many, if not a majority, of metalliferous miners were tributers or contractors, the strength of unions such as the AWA depended on their capacity to embrace all sections of the industry. When it was suggested in 1912 that the AWA exclude those who employed five workers or less, Theodore noted that the exclusion of 'mining contractors … would mean the loss of a great many members'. When it was pointed out that contractors at Mount Morgan 'sweat their employees', another official argued that conflict with contractors had to avoided, as 'they did not want to fight their friends'. Given this coverage of both contractors and employees, any union call for industrial action over either dust or miners' phthisis would almost certainly have produced a fratricidal conflict. It was far safer to leave the issue to Labor's political wing.
The Establishment of the Royal Commission
The tone of the Parliamentary addresses by Labor politicians in 1909 and 1910 suggest that the issues of dust and miners' phthisis resonated widely among their electors, and that for working miners the correlation between dust and disease was self-evident. In mid-1909, Vernon Winstanley, a Labor Member for Charters Towers, informed Parliament that in his electorate there were 'many men of fifty years of age who are practically done for work, and there is no compensation for them'. Guided by such sentiments, Labor's campaign platform for the 1909 General Election included provisions for 'allying of dust'. After the election, Labor continued to argue that miners' phthisis was more common than official figures suggested.
Winstanley claimed:
… out of 67 miners who have died at Charters Towers during the past twelve months, thirteen of them have died from miners' phthisis … had all been killed on one day, there would have been an outcry from one end of the State to the other, but because they died at intervals of a month each not a word is said.
Labor proposed the enforced use of sprays on machine drills, shorter working hours, worker election of inspectors and the curtailment of all work practices that added to excessive dust. It also demanded miners' phthisis be made a compensable disease under the Workers Compensation Act.
The Minister for Mines assured the Opposition that the Government shared its concerns. 'The new Mines Regulation Bill', he advised, 'was one which deals with all matters mentioned'. The new Act did provide, as Labor demanded, for the control of dust 'arising from the use of rock-drilling machines' as well as that produced 'from any other cause'. However the problem, Labor realised, was in the definition of an 'owner'. The Act effectively passed responsibility for dust suppression, and safety in general, from the actual owner of the mine to the tributer or contractor. Owners receiving a 'royalty' or 'rent' were explicitly excluded from responsibility for ventilation and dust suppression. This was transferred instead to 'the immediate proprietor or lessee or occupier of any mine or any part thereof'. The latter were also saddled with the responsibility for providing and ensuring the use of 'jets and sprays'. In addition, 'the owner, contractor, or tributer' at each mine was made liable for the compensation of any injured person.
Denouncing these provisions, Labor argued that tributers and contractors should not be burdened with the primary responsibility for safety. Winstanley informed the House that 'In most cases they are poor men … A tributer gets a mine on tribute after it will not pay for working by the company, and in a majority of instances these men are working for less than half the usual rate of wages'. But the Government responded: 'The clause was a fair one. If the owner worked the land he was liable. If he let it on tribute, the tributers were liable.' The Government also rejected Labor's entreaties to directly bring miners' phthisis under either this The discrepancy between employer and employee narratives might have reflected social divisions that precluded managers from first-hand experience of sick miners. Equally, it could have indicated an awareness that to acknowledge the harmfulness of mining was to raise the question of why more had not been done to prevent lung diseases. Some employers located silicosis in workers' genetic predisposition (can this be given a less anachronistic formulation?) or their poor personal hygiene. Workers were more likely to locate it in dust from mining equipment like rock drills; mining practices such as rising, returning to the shaft too soon after blasting, and shovelling dry ore; and in matters such as the contract system and working hours.
Many miners identified rising, where ore or rock was excavated from overhead or where a shaft was excavated upwards, as hazardous. Employers acknowledged that miners were 'looking up all the time, and … must inhale the dust'. But, as one explained, rising 'might be done away with in many instances if the matter of cost was not taken into consideration'.
The General Manager of Charters Towers' Brilliant Extended Gold Mine objected to replacing rises with winzes, which were small shafts sunk from a level or between levels, because, although they produced less dust, winzes were more expensive and slower to excavate than rises.
Miners also identified blasting all through the shift as a contributing factor to silicosis. Many felt they were sent back to work before the dust and fumes had settled. Employers and shift bosses were more likely to dispute this, arguing that workers were given adequate time to let the dust settle. Frederick Knowlton, a rock driller from Mount Chalmers, called for 'a stipulated time for firing throughout the mine'. Currently, 'they fire at all times, and there are clouds of dust and smoke continuously coming up into the upper levels'. Contracting and tributing were also criticised because miners on contract were less likely to let the dust and smoke settle before returning to work. According to one miner, contractors drove their workers 'harder than the mining companies do'.
While no reliable statistics on the incidence of silicosis and tuberculosis in Queensland metal miners exists, workers' stories of sickness and death probably more closely reflected the reality of life in mining communities than those of employers. Fourteen years after the Royal Commission 151 children under the age of fourteen had parents receiving a miners' phthisis allowance under the Workers ' Compensation Acts, 1916-23 .
The Commission's Hearings: To 'modify the evil'
The Commissioners were also charged with recommending ways to 'modify the evil' of lung disease. John McCarthy, a Mount Chalmers miner, expressing the thoughts of many of his colleagues said it was 'caused simply by using the rock drills and boring dry holes. There ought to be a regulation making it compulsory to use water jets.' In fact, when asked by the Commissioners for recommendations to improve conditions 46 of the 59 working miners (77.9 per cent) from whom suggestions were requested had proposals for improving ventilation and the using water. By contrast, only 13 of the 23 employers (56.5 per cent) had any recommendations. While all doctors interviewed confirmed that metal miners had a higher incidence of lung diseases than general labourers, some specifically identified rock drills as a menace.
When the discourse on the use of sprays and jets is deconstructed, a variety of contested views are revealed. A number of employers had installed sprays but said miners either would not use them, or broke them. Employers interpreted this as perverse behaviour, laziness or carelessness. In contrast, workers were more likely to identify equipment failure or time pressures as the reasons for not using the sprays. John Dash from the Amalgamated Miners Association explained that miners not have time to put water jets on their drills.
By 1900 rock drills were linked to death and disease of metal miners around the world.
One type of drill, the air-feed stoping machine, was even called 'the widow maker' by miners. In response, a variety of water devices were marketed. The most notable was the American Leyner drill, which had automatic feed allowing water and air to pass through the drill steel itself. Other appliances were merely attachments for dry drills coming in the form of sprays, atomisers and jets. They were less effective but cheaper. Water, drawn via a hose from a bucket; was forced through a nozzle by compressed air. 'The miner had to work closely with his machine, and as the spray made a wide discharge of water it was difficult if not impossible to keep dry.' Jets directed a stream of water by a hand-held hose, attached to a water supply, into the hole being bored. However, mud produced by jets sometimes clogged the drill.
Given this, workers' refusal to use anti-dust devices can be contextualised. First, miners frequently advocated the installation of water pipes underground as an alternative to toting heavy buckets of water. At the Brilliant Extended Gold Mine shovellers carried water in kerosene tins and sprinkled this on the ore. The general manager admitted they only did this about half the time but dismissed the notion that water pipes should be laid on instead. Many Peaks mine had twelve Holman sprays, requiring a 'rather a fine adjustment'. The company provided 'pails and everything else', but, according to the manager, 'the miners had a decided objection to carrying a few tins of water about, and they practically refused to use the sprays'.
More tellingly, he admitted that while the miners were on wages 'there was no difficulty; but immediately they went on to contract they would not use the sprays'.
The debate over water revealed tensions between controlling production costs and protecting workers' health. Metal mining areas were predominantly in the north-west, a region lacking a good water supply and often affected by drought. Consequently, mining, crushing and smelting were at times hindered. Spraying to allay dust required the installation of tanks at each level underground or a water supply on the surface and as Ravenswood manager explained, 'we have no town water supply. It would mean laying big lengths of pipes into the stopes, and that is going to be an expensive thing.' That Leyner water drills required over 670 litres per drill per shift may explain why few were used here.
When asked if it would be economical to have the best possible working conditions in order to get the best returns from miners, Manager George Richard answered: 'Yes, if you have the capital'. But many older gold mines did not have the capital. Yields were declining.
The price of gold was fixed by the gold standard, and transport costs were high given the remoteness of the mining fields. Installing water pipes would substantially increase overheads. 
The Commission's Findings
The Commissioners noted that dust was produced underground by rock drilling, blasting, and trucking and shovelling broken ore and mullock. Surface workers were exposed when handling, moving and crushing dry ore and rock. They identified dust as the cause of lung damage, predisposing workers to tuberculosis. But they believed that in the absence of tuberculosis, fibrosis alone was 'of relatively little direct import so far as a risk to life is concerned'. From 1906 to 1910 the death rate from lung diseases per 10,000 living miners in Queensland was 42.2, compared with 53.9 in Western Australian miners from 1900 to 1909 and 191.6 in Bendigo miners in 1905 and 1906 . While acknowledging that their data was limited, the Commissioners nevertheless concluded that Queensland miners had a 'relatively low death rate from lung diseases'.
Mine owners were seen as doing their best to control the dust problem, while miners were portrayed as obstructing management's dust abatement efforts. They frequently spat at work, a habit that could spread tuberculosis, and drank alcohol, which the Commissioners claimed made them susceptible to this disease. The Commissioners also concluded that the Mines Regulation Act, 1910, if strictly enforced, would adequately protect miners although they recommended making it obligatory for all mines to supply clean water, not just those mines with a ready supply. As for blasting, the Commissioners were satisfied with provision of the Act allowing for half an hour to pass between firing and returning to work unless the dust settled sooner or miners wore respirators. They were felt the Act adequately dealt with the provision for proper ventilation, with the exception of Charters Towers, where they advocated further inquiry and the establishment of a special board.
While the Commissioners acknowledged an increased incidence of tuberculosis among miners, they did not believe it was a serious problem. However, they declared that it could become one in the absence of state intervention. Two principal remedies were proposed.
First, in accordance with the Legislative Council's earlier recommendation, they advocated the exclusion 'of persons affected with pulmonary tuberculosis'. To achieve this they supported compulsory medical screening of both new and current miners. Secondly, they recommended monetary compensation for 'men excluded from underground employment in their own interests and in those of the men associated with them'. No immediate steps were taken to implement these recommendations. But their legacy was considerable.
The Commission's Legacy
If the holding of the Royal Commission was, in large part, the product of Labor's campaign for a new approach to occupational health in mining, its Report represented a major setback for this perspective. Lung disease among miners was still largely attributed to the workers' themselves. Despite O'Sullivan's endorsement the new provisions were framed within the parameters of the Royal Commission's findings. The starting premise, as the Minister noted, was that it was 'well known that many persons are particularly susceptible' to miners' phthisis.
In order to prevent the disease's spread the Government intended, from 1 January 1917, to medically screen all men 'going into the industry' to ensure that they were not 'predisposed towards the disease'. Those 'likely to develop the disease could take on other occupations'. To be eligible for compensation those too ill to work had to be 'a worker at the date of death or incapacity'. This clause excluded tributers and contractors. It also left without succour miners who had left the industry. Even those deemed eligible for compensation the maximum personal benefit was ₤1 per week up to a maximum of ₤400. It is evident that financial considerations were foremost in the Minister's mind. By excluding the 'susceptible', he emphasised, they were ensuing 'a protection of the fund'. It was evident that the radical idealism that had once inspired Labor's approach to occupational health was a thing of the past.
Conclusion
Dr Irving Selikoff, a leading expert in asbestosis and silicosis, once described silicosis as 'a social disease with medical aspects'. Nowhere was this more apparent than in Queensland during 1909-11. Decisions by government, public officials, political and industrial organizations and mine owners, meant that an opportunity to reduce silicosis was wasted. Shifting health and safety responsibilities from mine owners onto tributers and contractors guaranteed that little would be done to improve working conditions. As many testified to the Commission, time pressures made it less likely contractors would use jets or sprays, and more likely they would send workers back too soon after blasting. Allowing companies to continue with rising and refusing to regulate firing times aggravated the situation. Ultimately, Queensland governments adopted the conservative approach of other Australian states by excluding sick workers without fundamentally changing the conditions that produced their disease. Almost lost in this discourse on silicosis have been workers' narratives, generated by their daily experiences in the workplace and mining communities. But, an examination of the transcript of the Royal Commission, which brought together stories that shaped workers' understanding of miners' phthisis, reveals a far-sightedness that surpassed that of their employers and those in authority.
